
Monday 8/12 
Vocabulary: Sharpen Your Senses 
1 acrid (AK rid) ADJ. sharp or bitter in taste or odor; irritating  
2 blare (blair) N. noisy, loud sound  
3 bleat (bleet) V. to make the noise of a sheep or goat  
Grammar: Nouns 
Choose the answer that correctly identifies the boldfaced noun.  
1 One inch of snow is equal to ten inches of rain. 
A concrete C abstract  
B collective D compound 
2 On Tuesday evenings, I practice with the rest of the choir. 
A possessive C abstract 
B collective D compound 
 
Tuesday 8/13 
Vocabulary: Sharpen Your Senses 
4 din (din) N. continuous mixture of loud and discordant noises  
5 drone (drohn) V. to make a dull, humming sound or to speak monotonously  
6 olfactory (ahl FAK tuh ree) ADJ. pertaining to the sense of smell  
Grammar: Nouns 
Choose the answer that correctly identifies the boldfaced noun.  
3 The neighborhood girls drew a hopscotch grid on the sidewalk with chalk. 
A possessive C abstract 
B collective D compound 
4 The Mackinac Bridge connects Michigan’s Lower and Upper Peninsulas. 
F plural H proper 
G common J abstract 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Wednesday 8/14 
Vocabulary: Sharpen Your Senses 
7 palatable (PAL uh tuh buhl) ADJ. having an agreeable taste; acceptable to be 
eaten  
8 pungent (PUHN juhnt) ADJ. sharp and keen smelling or tasting  
9 radiate (RAY dee AYT) V. to send out in rays  
Grammar: Nouns 
Choose the answer that correctly identifies the boldfaced noun.  
5 Where did Thomas Edison get the ideas for all those inventions? 
A proper C abstract 
B collective D compound 
6 An airline pilot’s eyesight must be excellent. 
A compound C abstract 
B collective D possessive 
 
Thursday 8/15 
Vocabulary: Sharpen Your Senses 
10 rancid (RAN sid) ADJ. having a sour, rank, or stale smell or taste  
11 reek ( reek) V. to give off a strong or offensive smell  
12 resonant (REZ uh nuhnt) ADJ. able to produce or exhibit an intense, rich sound 
Grammar: Nouns 
Choose the answer that correctly identifies the boldfaced noun.  
7 The President’s address gave the nation reassurance. 
A concrete C collective 
B abstract D compound 
8 Fans could read the name of the sponsoring company on the cyclist’s jersey. 
A proper C collective 
B possessive D abstract 
 
 
 
 
 


